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Beloved
21 May, 2011 | By Mike Goodridge
Dir/scr: Christophe Honore. 2011. France. 135mins
Christopher Honore’s first musical since Chansons D’Amour in 2007 is a sprawling tale following a mother and a
daughter and their misadventures in love. It starts in 1963 Paris and ends in 2008 Paris with trips taken in the
intervening 45 years to Prague, London and Montreal, and if a little long, a little messy and a little incoherent, it is
pleasantly watchable and performed with relish by a star-studded cast.
There is pleasure in hearing the terrific actors lay open their hearts through the downbeat music and lyrics.
Honore is a dab hand at capturing that melancholy and ennui d’amour with which the country’s cinema is often identified.
His song composer Alex Beaupain is a perfect collaborator – as he was in Love Songs – with his sorrowful lowkey
numbers that illustrate the passion and despair of unrequited, mismatched or unconsummated desire. Influenced by
Jacques Demy but with a contemporary style all his own, Honore has a shot at his biggest international success to
date with Beloved, and Beloved (Les biens-aimes) is a perfect choice for the Cannes closing night film.
Profile at other festivals will be raised if one or all of his stars attend, this being one of the most attractive international
casts in a French movie in years, consisting of Catherine Deneuve, Ludivine Sagnier, Chiara Mastroianni, Louis
Garrel, Paul Schneider, Milos Forman and handsome Serbian actor Rasha Bukvic.
Deneuve’s presence will enhance international prospects not least because she is played as a younger woman in the
60s by Ludivine Sagnier, evoking Deneuve’s own emerging star and her breakthrough with Demy’s Umbrellas Of
Cherbourg in 1964. Add to that Deneuve’s real-life daughter – and Honore’s muse – Chiara Mastroianni playing
her daughter and the film has immediate publicity value.
Sagnier is Madeleine, an assistant in a shoe store whose taste for a nice pair of Roger Vivier shoes leads her to become a
prostitute when she’s not working the day job. She falls for one of her clients, a Czech doctor called Jaromil (Bukvic)
who marries her and takes him back with her to Prague. The two have a daughter called Vera, but Jaromil’s infidelity and
the Russian invasion in 1968 lead her back to Paris where she gets together with a gendarme. Over the years Jaromil
visits Paris and the two reunite for sex, realising that they have always been in love.
Meanwhile in 1997, Vera is in London and falls for the American drummer called Henderson (Schneider) who first
declares he is gay but also finds himself attracted to her; the two have sex. Vera’s former lover Clement (Garrel) is still
madly in love with her but she doesn’t consider him anything more than a friend. Later Henderson tells her he is HIV
positive and is not in love with her.
In Paris, Madeleine (now Deneuve) sees Jaromil (now Forman) regularly with the tacit permission of her husband, but
when he dies in a freak accident, she sinks into depression.
On Sept 11, 2011, Vera flies to New York and is diverted to Montreal. Henderson and his new lover drive up from the
devastated city to meet with her and she begs him to make her pregnant, even though it could mean infecting her with the
virus.
The film contrasts the sexual freedoms of the 60s with the caution of the AIDS generation, showing people beloved
by others, but often not by the people they want to be.
Each actor breaks into song on a regular basis and, this being Alex Beaupain, none of the numbers is a showstopper. But
there is pleasure in hearing the terrific actors lay open their hearts through the downbeat music and lyrics, and, by
the time Deneuve strolls through the Paris streets in her Vivier pumps, singing through tears and revisiting her reckless
youth, Honore achieves a lovely evocation of the star in Cherbourg, mourning the loss of l’homme de sa vie. The
storytelling over four decades may not expert, but the preoccupation with matters of love and longing, sex and death,
is exquisitely romantic.

	
  

Beloved
Les Bien-aimes
(France-U.K.-Czech Republic)
By Boyd van Hoeij
The carefree love life of a 1960s French mother is daringly juxtaposed with the amorous travails of her daughter several
decades later in "Beloved," scribe-helmer Christophe Honore's second musical meller after "Love Songs." Unlikely to be
confused with the same-titled Toni Morrison adaptation, Honore's latest again forges a song-sprinkled narrative out
of intertwined stories of love and grief, with the second half especially delivering the helmer's trademark
melancholy-tinged melodrama. With Catherine Deneuve and Chiara Mastroianni playing mother and daughter,
as they are in real life, marketable pic should have slightly longer legs than "Songs" at home and abroad.
In the feather-light opening sequence set in 1964, young shoe-store salesgirl Madeleine (Ludivine Sagnier, looking more
like Twiggy than ever) steals a pair of designer heels at work. While wearing them, she's accosted by a man who thinks
she's a girl of pleasure. Much to her own surprise, Madeleine starts playing along, perhaps hoping she won't need to resort
to stealing again to have what she wants.
One of her johns, handsome Czech doctor Jaromil (Rasha Bukvic), falls in love with her and asks her to come with him
back to Prague, where they eventually have a child. This sets the stage for the first four ditties, with the second, simply
called "Prague," the most effective. Sagnier's throaty voice imbues the song with raw emotional power as she
explores how she feels about her hubby's infidelity.
A few framing scenes and occasional v.o. make clear that Madeleine's time as a youngster is being observed through the
eyes of her grown-up daughter, Vera (Mastroianni), who idealizes the past of her Madonna-whore mother (later played by
Deneuve) and infidel father (later played by Czech helmer Milos Forman) to an unhealthy extent. The reason for this
gradually becomes clear: Throughout the years, Madeleine was able to be a prostitute, get married twice and have
extramarital affairs (even with Jaromil after their divorce), while Vera, who grew up in the era of AIDS, which
immediately linked sex with death, has commitment phobia.
This idea is beautifully illustrated by Vera's impossible crush on Henderson (Paul Schneider), an American she meets in
London in 1997. Inviting herself to the tiny pad of this veterinarian-turned-drummer after a concert, she discovers he's
gay, which seems to convince her only more that he's the right one for her. Though her novelist pal and ex, Clement
(Louis Garrel), is still head-over-heels for her, Vera can only think of Henderson.
As in "Love Songs," the lyrics and music were written by Alex Beaupain, and his work again extends the conversations
or thoughts of the characters, the difference being that here, it also provides direct access to the characters' emotions.
Never conceived for the charts or a cover version on "American Idol," the tunes only make sense in context, and
Beaupain ensures the lyrics take precedence over the musical accompaniment. As could be expected, some of the lyrics'
more poetic qualities are lost in translation.
Although the pic races through four decades of sociopolitical turmoil and pan-European locations (Paris, Prague,
London), and even lands in North America on 9/11, Honore is not interested in the grand sweep of history, only in how
the passage of time changes realities related to the heart. His location work includes no touristy landmarks, and the
camera always stays close to the characters at street level, further adding to the overall sense of intimacy.
Pic's 138-minute running time is certainly excessive, but the fluffy early scenes, which contain an unusual number of
shots of feet and shoes, are necessary to give the later, more dramatic scenes more heft. The film's big emotional wallop
comes from an impressive Montreal-set sequence beautifully played by Schneider ("Lars and the Real Girl," "Bright
Star") and Mastroianni, whose characters come eye-to-eye with each other and their own shortcomings.
Deneuve is a newcomer to the Honore universe, but playing mother to one of his regular actresses, Mastroianni, comes
naturally, while "Songs" alumni Sagnier and Garrel again ace the difficult acting/singing combo. Rest of the cast is on the
money. Gallic singer Michel Delpech has an extended cameo as Madeleine's second husband and is fine, though it seems
kind of cruel to cast him in a musical and not let him sing.
Rest of the tech package, including sound mix and lensing, is neat.
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This is less a musical than a soap operetta, where characters run up against romantic/sexual conflict and confusions,
then stop for a moment to sing pleasant though forgettable little songs about their dilemmas
CANNES — The “musicals” of French director Christophe Honoré—hepreviously made the 2007 Cannes Competition
entry Love Songs—are not musicals as Americans might think of them or, for that matter, as Jacques Demy once made
them here in France. They are more soap operettas, to coin a phrase, where characters run up against romantic/sexual
conflict and confusions, then stop for a moment to sing pleasant though forgettable little songs about their dilemmas.
These aren’t musical numbers per se, more a case of someone walking down a street lip-syncing a song to express the
emotions of the moment.
Beloved (Les Bien-Aimés), the Closing Night film of the 2011 Festival de Cannes, is different from Love Songs in that it
covers 43 years, from 1964 to 2007, in the lives of a mother and daughter. These two must confront the problems of love
in extremely different eras divided by the specter of AIDS.
Honoré has developed a following among some influential French critics, but Americans can only shrug in puzzlement.
These soap operettas add up to so very little.
While Honoré recruits Chiara Mastroianni, Ludivine Sagnier and Louis Garrel from his LoveSongs cast, he has made one
splendid addition that changes the dynamics utterly, that being Mastroianni’s mom, Catherine Deneuve. To witness the
two singing in the streets of Paris makes your mind flip back through decades of images from movies past—from Demy,
the young Deneuve and her late sister Françoise Dorléac to Mastroianni’s dad Marcello and so on. The memories evoked
here are far more powerful than the movie itself.
As for the movie itself, the writer-director serves up two love stories, that of Madeleine beginning in the 1960s and
daughter Vera, which crosses the threshold into the new century. Madeleine is played by Sagnier in the early going, then
she hands off the role to Deneuve although it’s Honoré’s conceit to have both in a few scenes as the elder self haunts the
younger one. This actually works better than it sounds.
One day Madeleine steals Roger Vivier shoes from the shoe boutique where she works. Moments later, when a man
mistakes her in those expensive heels for a streetwalker, Madeleine decides to go along, inadvertently launching a second
career moonlighting as a prostitute to boost her income.
Now this is a pretty flagrant thing to do to one’s heroine, which demeans and trivializes her all at once. Honoré seems to
be setting up a later contrast between this era and the ‘80s and ‘90s, between casual, carefree sexuality and the overly
cautious, commitment-phobic modern era brought on by the AIDS virus. But what a way to do so.
Once you’ve accepted such a flippant career choice, you probably will believe that a john named Jaronil (Rasha Bukvic),
a Czech physician doing medical studies in Paris, falls madly for Madeleine, marries her and takes her back to Prague.
That marriage eventually breaks up over his infidelity. Yet despite her marrying a Parisian gendarme, Jaronil continues to
pursue Madeleine for the rest of his life, the latter stages played by none other than Czech-born filmmaker Milos Forman.
The couple’s daughter Vera (Mastroianni) bounces around a bit—the film was shot in Paris, London, Prague and
Montreal—but eventually falls in love with veterinarian turned drummer Henderson (Paul Schneider), who is gay.
Another man (Garrel), who at least is hetero, is infatuated with Vera, but she continues to pursue this impossible love to
the point of obsession.
Both love stories are so tissue thin that spreading them out over years and several actors only further exposes the
superficiality if not the implausibility of these romances. Compounding the movie’s problems, Honoré has little feeling
for staging songs composed by Alex Beaupain. Instead of talking, characters simply begin singing and in little while go
back to talking. Where’s that American in Paris, Gene Kelly, when you need him?
Other than Garrel, a stiff actor with limited expressiveness, the players do admirably. They convey emotions and
sentiments the artificial script hardly deserves. Location work everywhere is top notch and the smart decision was made
not to turn this into a fashion parade through the decades but rather to go for a timeless look in the clothes, furniture and
décor.

CANNES REVIEW | Christophe Honoré‘s “Beloved” Closes
the Festival with the Familiar
by Eric Kohn (May 21, 2011)
With “Beloved” (“Les bien-aimés”), the closing night selection of the 2011 Cannes Film Festival, prolific French director
Christophe Honoré returns to the postmodern musical turf he first explored in 2007’s acclaimed “Love Songs.” Here, he
covers 45 years over 150 minutes and gives the impression of major intentions: Honoré goes epic. Instead, he made a
conventionally bittersweet and perfectly serviceable follow-up that affirms his skill without breaking any new ground.
“Beloved” follows two generations of women: Madeleine, a classy hooker in the 1960s, and her daughter Vera, whose
major scenes take place during her adulthood. Despite Honoré‘s existing reputation, this is first and foremost an actor’s
movie, given that the director has assembled an extraordinary all-star cast.
Ludivine Sagnier plays the carefree Madeleine in her early days, when she falls for a suave Czech doctor (Rasha Bukvic).
As an older woman, Madeleine is played by the legendary Catherine Deneuve, whose unparalleled ability to project an
exterior of confidence while hiding her characters’ inner flaws remains consistent. In a masterstroke of casting, iconic
filmmaker Milos Forman plays the aged version of Madeleine’s Czech lover, delivering an amusing performance that
makes you wonder why he hasn’t taken more gigs like it.
But none of the cast supersedes the role given to recent Honoré muse Chiara Mastroianni as the adult Vera. Rebellious
after growing up around her mother’s profession, Vera is a likable character undone by her recklessness. This allows
Honoré to oscillate from earlier scenes that have the light touch of his ongoing Jacques Demy homages to darker, tragic
moments that come later.
Although highly derivative, “Beloved” contains loads of flashy period details to sustain the endearing performances. The
opening prologue, set to a French cover of “These Boots Are Made for Walking,” quickly establishes how Madeleine
stole a pair of fancy footwear and wound up being confused for a pricey call girl, a role she whimsically decided to take
on. “If it weren’t for those Roger Vivier pumps, my mom would never have become a whore,” Vera explains in a
voiceover that recurs throughout the film.
That stage doesn’t last long: Once Madeleine discovers that the Czech doctor—a client who becomes her lover—has a
wife back home, she tracks him to Czechoslovakia just as Russian tanks invade the country in 1968. It’s not the last time
Honoré introduces a vast canvas of historical events into his relatively simple narrative, as later events involving Vera’s
rough adulthood take place against the backdrop of 9/11.
The strongest moments are set in the late 1990s, when the leads all experience the inevitable crisis that bring down the
mood. Vera falls for a gay American drummer (Paul Schneider, in a fine, low-key performance) while keeping the
affections of her close friend and co-worker (Louis Garrel) at bay. Her parents, meanwhile, maintain their morally
questionable relationship even as Madeleine stays married to another man. Both situations become problematic, but not in
any outstanding fashion. “Beloved” never really earns its sprawling timeline, eventually bogging down in too many
developments and overstaying its welcome. For a movie where people intermittently burst into song, the plot is oddly
one-note.
Which brings me to the music. As in “Love Songs,” the soundtrack for “Beloved” contains a handful of jolly, competent
and utterly forgettable pop melodies that the characters sing to each other in only a few scenes. Reteaming with “Love
Songs” composer Alex Beaupain, Honoré frames this storytelling approach as a superficial Jacques Demy homage minus
any significant dance sequences. The gimmick outdoes its execution, turning “Beloved” into a “Love Songs” retread
rather than building on it. In trying to stretch himself Honoré offers more of the same, but at least that has plenty of style
to spare.
HOW WILL IT PLAY? With its natural charm and a who’s who of French actors in the cast, “Beloved” would make
sense with a smallish U.S. distributor like IFC Films (which released “Love Songs”), particularly since it has potential to
appeal to younger audiences in love with its chic look. It could do solid business in limited release and on VOD. In
France, however, it’s likely to be a hit.

	
  
	
  

